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Vamp

Katie sang soprano and tried to play Pianino sleep was ended, the house work was sus-

She'd do-re-mi-fa-sol, from morning till night

As soon as Katie started banging the keys

When the neighbors heard her, windows came down flying, tenants started crying
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When she'd play her chop-sticks they would yell with all their might
With their fingers in their ears, they'd holler will you please go on and

CHORUS

Sing Katie, sing Katie, and
Sing Katie, sing Katie, and
Sing Katie, sing Katie, and

Give the piano a rest
Gargle your sharps and your flats,
Give the piano away

Sing
Sing
Sing

Katie, sing Katie, get it right off of your
Katie, sing Katie, really your voice is the
Katie, sing Katie, no body asked you to

Sing Katie-3
For when you play your practice
That prisoner's song, it just fits
Your execution is all

And pray you'll break your lease
Should be in prison too
It would take place tonight

Sing, sing, but leave the Piano
Sing, sing, but leave the Piano
Sing, sing, but leave the Piano

No alone.
No alone.
No alone.